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6 ESSAY ON CLASSIFICATION. PART I.

SECTION VIII.

THE GRADATION OF STRUCTURE AMONG ANIMALS.

There is not only variety among animals and plants; they differ also as to their

standing, their rank, their superiority or inferiority when compared to one another.

But this rank is difficult to determine; for while, in some respects, all animals are

equally perfect, as they perform completely the part assigned to them in the general

economy of nature,' in other respects there are such striking differences between

them, that their very agreement in certain features points at their superiority or

inferiority in regard to others.

This being the case, the question first arises, Do all animals form one unbroken

series from the lowest to the highest? Before the animal kingdom had been studied

Bo closely as it has been of late, many able writers really believed that till aninials

formed but one simple continuous series, the gradation of which Bonnet has been

particularly industrious in trying to ascertain .2 At a later period, Lntnarck3 has

endeavored to show further, that in the complication of their structure, all the

classes of the animal kingdom represent only successive degrees, and he is so

thoroughly convinced that in his systematic arrangement classes constitute one grad
ual series, that he actually calls the classes "degrees of organization." DeBlainville'

has in the main followed in the steps of Lamarck, though he does not admit quite
so simple a series, for lie considers the Mollusks and Articulates as two diverging
branches ascending from the Eadiata, to converge again and unite in the Vertel)rata.

But since it is now known how the great branches of the animal kingdom may be

circumscribed,6 notwithstanding a few doubtful points; since it is now knonm holy
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